To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to inform you about the services offered by The Emma & Evan Foundation for families
who have recently lost an infant. Our 501c3 nonprofit organization provides infant burial gowns
(angel gowns), layette sets and NICU Graduation Sets to hospitals, birthing centers, funeral homes,
and families that are in need across the United States.
About Our Service:
We provide this much-needed and often overlooked service completely free of charge; we strive to
assist families that have lost an infant by helping them to navigate the grieving process with grace and
dignity or celebrate the thrill of bringing a little NICU fighter home.
About Our Gowns:
Our dedicated volunteers use beautiful and delicate materials from donated, repurposed wedding
dresses, and they sew each angel gown with love and care.
Angel Gowns and layette sets are available in both gendered and gender-neutral designs in a variety
of sizes which range from less than one pound to about 10 pounds. NICU Graduation sets are
preemie-sized.
Submit a Request:
We can help you better serve your patients by providing angel gowns. To request a package of gowns,
contact The Emma & Evan Foundation at emmaandevangowns@gmail.com.
In your email, please include:
The name, department, and mailing address of the recipient.
The gender(s), size(s), and quantities of each you would like to receive.
Please feel free to contact us with any requests and/or inquiries you might have.
Become a Benefactor:
As we offer this compassionate service free of charge, our continued ability to provide angel gowns
relies entirely on financial support from the communities we serve. We ask that you please consider
remembering The Emma & Evan
Foundation in your year-end giving with a tax-deductible donation.
Financial and otherwise, we greatly appreciate your support and your help in ensuring that our
beautiful angel gowns, layette sets, and NICU Graduation sets are distributed to families in need.
Sincerely Yours,
Sherri Howe
Founder and President
The Emma & Evan Foundation

